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Sterling Publishers Pvt.Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, First Aid for Animals, Gautam Grover, Maneka
Gandhi, What do you do when you see an injured animal? Most
people pass by an accident victim even though they would like
to help, simply because they have no idea what to do. Others
panic and use methods and medicines that are wholly
unsuitable. Nor can one rely blindly on vets. There are too few
of them and even fewer who know about emergency
procedures. As a result, injured animals in need of just simple
life-saving treatment, die slow, agonising deaths. This book is
for those people who appreciate the value of life. It is for those
people who will use the power and knowledge they have been
gifted as human beings, to come to the rescue of species less
fortunate than ourselves. A ready reckoner for all emergency
situations, keep it handy. This book could mean the difference
between life and death for an animal.
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This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have
study. I am quickly can get a enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS

Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations
in the 50 % from the publication. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are
for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jer a ld Cha m plin II--  Jer a ld Cha m plin II
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